
STATE OF THE 
NATION 2024
Inside the hearts and minds of Kiwi buyers 
and sellers, and the future of property in NZ.



Bridging the gap
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FOREWORD: 
INSIGHTS TO 
GUIDE YOU IN 
THE YEAR AHEAD

Trade Me Property’s Head of 
Classifieds Alan Clark reviews 

this year’s key findings

Hello and welcome to Trade Me Property’s Annual 

State of the Nation. 

Over the last few years, in a post-Covid landscape, the 

nation has seen some big shifts.

In 2024, it’s great to see that, despite intense 
pressure from the rising cost of living, Kiwi are 
feeling so much more confident in the property 
market. 

In January last year only 14.9% of people we surveyed 

thought that housing prices would increase in the next 

12 months. Today that number is 64.8%. 

As agents know all too well, whether someone is a 

well-versed veteran or fresh to the scene, the property 

market can feel like a minefield. Trends can change 

quickly in a region, and it takes a while for the public 

to identify trends. 

From our Trade Me search data, we can see that 

property search prices tend to follow property prices 

in terms of trends. However, they lag behind them by 

a month or two - this lapse is representative of the 

time it takes for people to hear about and respond 

to changes in the market. This is just one example of 

many that show the importance of having and sharing 

relevant data and one thing is clear:

Property agents and their insights are 

KEY FOR HELPING 
BRIDGE THIS GAP. 
The nation has a renewed confidence in the real estate 

industry, and we want to help you make the most of 

that.  

Trust is what will set up sellers and agents for success

People are willing to compromise in order to buy 

After a tumultuous year in the property market, 

and with families feeling the squeeze of the cost of 

living, trust is the key driver when a seller is choosing 

an agent. Our surveyants told us that information 

and insights often play a key role in driving their 

confidence and trust.

Buyers are eager to purchase houses - and they are 

willing to compromise on the property’s size and 

quality in order to secure a home. 

A huge 89.1% of respondents were flexible in multiple 

aspects including size and condition.



CONTENTS
*State of the Nation survey methodology: This survey was conducted during January 

2024 and collates answers from 2,557 individual New Zealand-based respondents. 

Respondents were a sample of Trade Me members who had been active on either Trade 

Me Property, Trade Me Motors, or Trade Me Jobs in the previous 12 months.
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AN ECONOMIC 
OVERVIEW FOR 
AOTEAROA

Brad Olsen, Chief Executive and 
Principal Economist, Infometrics

Pressures continue to mount for the New Zealand economy, 

with high interest rates being partially counteracted by 

record-high net migration. Overall, the economy faces a 

subdued outlook over 2024.

Inflation continues to trend lower, with the latest data 

showing annual inflation rate of 4.7%pa in the December 

2023 quarter. But current pricing pressures are still 

considerably above the Reserve Bank’s 1-3% target range 

and the 2% mid-point. 

Net migration remains at near-record high levels, with the 

peak expecting to have occurred in late 2023. Over the 

December 2023 year, the high levels of inward migration are 

equivalent to adding another Taupo District to the country 

around every second month.

Record high net migration contributed to the strongest 

population growth for New Zealand since 1946, with an 

extra 146,000 people living in New Zealand at the end of 

2023. Such intense population pressures are adding further 

demand to already stretched parts of the economy, including 

housing, with rental inflation continuing to accelerate as 

demand for rental rose faster than supply of new rentals in 

2023.

High population growth also supported higher labour 

market outcomes across the board. More and more people 

are available for and looking for work, which has seen the 

working age population and labour force expand. 

High net migration has fuelled strong jobs demand even as 

the number of job ads in the market at present continues to 

drop, as businesses across New Zealand pull back on hiring 

intentions in tough economic conditions. 

Retail trade data from Stats NZ shows that even with 

record-high population growth and still too-high inflation, 

actual spending levels fell in the December 2023 quarter 

from a year earlier. On an inflation-adjusted basis, spending 

volumes have been falling for eight consecutive quarters, 

and on an inflation-adjusted per-capita basis, retail trade 

volumes per person.

Falling household spending activity reinforces the Reserve 

Bank’s view that its plan to ease inflation is working. But with 

inflation still too-high, the Reserve Bank has signalled that it 

doesn’t intend to change monetary policy settings quickly.

In its February 2024 Monetary Policy Statement, the Reserve 

Bank maintained the official cash rate (OCR) at 5.50%, 

and also signalled that the OCR might remain at that rate 

until early 2025 – although we expect there may be enough 

evidence for a cut in the OCR in the second half of 2024. 

When interest rate cuts do begin, they are unlikely to be large 

and quick, with the Reserve Bank much more likely to make 

small, considered adjustments downwards to interest rates. 

Anything larger or more rapid might risk inflation flaring up 

again, an outcome the Reserve Bank will worry about more 

than overdoing the current response. 

Despite all the challenges facing the economy, inflation 

is trending in the right direction and interest rate relief is 

expected within the next year, albeit not a huge amount of 

relief  will be forthcoming. The current economic outlook 

is still broadly consistent with a “soft landing”, with more 

optimism building for the future, alongside careful restraint 

at present.



INSIDE THE 
HEARTS AND 
MINDS OF KIWI
What are the biggest concerns and priorities for New Zealanders this 
year, and how is that impacting their spending - and their psyche?
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THE IMPACT OF
THE EVERYDAY
ECONOMY “MORTGAGE RATES, 

fuel and food prices”

“Rising costs with WAGES NOT 
RISING TO MATCH”
“Food costs and insurance... 

COSTS CONSTANTLY 
RISING”

15% of people feel confident about where Aotearoa’s 
current economy is heading.

Over 2023, we saw a deterioration in economic 

confidence; as people felt the impact of rising costs of 

mortgage payments, groceries and insurance. 

3 IN 4 people say the cost 

of living is having a 

big impact on their 

lives.

While the average NZ salary across all bands jumped 

by 5.9% in 2023, which helped to offset inflation; 

‘better pay’ is still cited as the number one reason that 

people are looking to change jobs. The economy and 

finances were consistently cited as respondents’ top 

life concern.  

In response, New Zealanders are cutting down on 

discretionary spending. 

Categories Kiwi are 
spending less:

Personal shopping (47.9%), 

Big ticket durable goods 

(46.8%), Entertainment and 

Food (44.8%), Travel (43.1%).

Categories Kiwi are 
spending more:

Services (72.5%), Groceries 

+ household items (70.6%), 

Petrol (56.1%), Mortgage 

repayments/rent (44.5%)

Biggest life concerns for Kiwi

Consumer spending changes in the last 12 months 

people say the cost 

of living is having a 

big impact on their 

lives.
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A SHIFT IN 
PRIORITIES - 
AND BEHAVIOURS 

Karina Reardon, Head of Strategic Partnerships at 

mortgages.co.nz says the bell curve is likely because people 

are living at home for longer and delaying the purchase 

process, which sees this particular age group fit into the first 

home buyer category. “Historically, New Zealanders fix the 

bulk of their mortgages so what we are potentially seeing 

is this group that have purchased a home 2 or 3 years ago 

when rates were low at 2.99%, now having to refix their loans 

at much higher rates. Because they haven’t had much of 

chance to pay down the principal portion of their mortgage 

this group are now paying nearly 4.5% more in interest which 

can be thousands of dollars a month.”

18 - 24

40%

52.1%

64.9%

53.5%

38.5%

17.4%

25 - 34

35 - 44

45 - 54

55 - 64

65+

An increased spend on mortgages and rent follows a bell curve on age, 

with the 35 - 44 demographic the most impacted. 

On Trade Me Marketplace, we are also seeing the 
nation trying to make their dollar stretch further.*

42% OF PEOPLE
who have items they could offload 
say that the rising cost of living 
has made them consider selling 
secondhand more often, which is a 
4% increase when compared to 2022.

47% OF PEOPLE
say they’re buying more secondhand 
items than they did before to combat 
the rising cost of living.

Kiwi are spending more on mortgage repayments/rent

*Trade Me Circular Economy survey 2024
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https://mortgages.co.nz/find-a-mortgage-broker/?utm_source=tm&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=sotn
https://www.trademe.co.nz/a/marketplace
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While there are signs that pressure could slowly be 

easing, with inflation falling to 4.7% in December (the 

first time it’s gone under 5% since September 2021)*; 

the current pressure on spending remains. 

This coupled with a feeling of uncertainty about the 

economic path ahead, has led to a nation proceeding 

with caution. 

The good news? The property market is proving to 
be an exception.

This in turn has led to a bigger appetite to buy - 27.6% 

of respondents intend to purchase this year; up 6% on 

last year.

THE BRIGHT LIGHT 
OF THE PROPERTY 
INDUSTRY

*stats.govt.nz



THE 2024   
BUYER MINDSET
Building a bond with this year’s purchasers
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JAN 2023* JAN 2024

14.9% 

64.8%

PERCENTAGE 
OF PEOPLE 
WHO BELIEVE 
HOUSING 
PRICES WILL 
INCREASE IN 
THE NEXT 12 
MONTHS
*State of the Nation March 2023 survey
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OCT
45 days

SEP
48 days

NOV
42 days

DEC
44 days

JAN
73 days

FEB
57 days

PROPERTY 
MARKET PULSE

Aotearoa Sep 2023 - Feb 2024

Property Market Heat Map Key

• 20 - 26% for 
sale by auction

• 19 - 25%  
asking price

• 29 - 32% price 
by negotiation

• 12 - 18% for 
sale by auction

• 31 - 38%  
asking price

• 27 - 28% price 
by negotiation

• 8 - 10% for 
sale by auction

• 45 - 49% 
asking price

• 24 - 26% price 
by negotiation

• 5 - 7% for sale 
by auction

• 36 - 40% 
asking price

• 31 - 33% price 
by negotiation

• 2 - 6% for sale 
by auction

• 62 - 67% 
asking price

• 20 - 21% price 
by negotiation

COLD
75 - 89 median 

days onsite

COOL
60 - 74 median 

days onsite

NORMAL
50 - 59 median 

days onsite

WARM
40 - 49 median 

days onsite

HOT
28 - 39 median 

days onsite
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AFFORDABILITY 
IS KEY - AND 
BUYERS ARE 
WILLING TO 
COMPROMISE

Gavin Lloyd, Trade Me Property Sales 

Director, weighs in.

1. “Sales people, in some cases you 

really are selling the dream. On p.7 

we talked about the shift we’ve seen in 

consumer behaviour as people change 

their spending habits to make their dollar 

stretch further. This mindset appears to 

be present in the property market too; 

with the condition of the house being 

one of the largest areas of compromise - 

people are leaning into DIY, and the idea of 

doing longer term improvements. Helping 

vendors enable buyers to visualise 

improvements and maximise space can 

be a make or break for a potential sale. AI 

tools, clever styling and even having some 

basic knowledge of quick improvements 

can all be really helpful for visualisation.” 

2. “Type of property (e.g townhouses 

vs apartments) remain a non-

negotiable for nearly 4 in 5 Kiwi. This 

means pitching a potential buyer a smaller 

dwelling, rather than a different type may 

be your path to success.”

Buyers are still eager to purchase houses - and are willing to 

compromise on property size and quality to do so. 

Only 10.9% of respondents would not compromise on any aspect 

of the property they were looking to buy.  

Condition of house

38.7%

Size of garden/outdoor 
space

44.8%

Type of property

21.4%

Size of Property

40.8%  
This is mirrored in what we see on the 

Trade Me Property site -  median floor 

size of watchlisted houses experience 

a drop as property prices increase; 

and vice versa.

Location

26.1%

Which would you be willing to compromise on to stay on budget?

What does this mean for the market?

https://www.trademe.co.nz/a/property/residential/sale
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BUYING TRENDS 
TO TRACK As Gen Z begin to look at housing, this mindset 

around condition compromise may further increase.  

93% of Gen Zers have shopped 

secondhand in the past six 

months, compared with 74%         

of those 75 years+.* 

Likewise, the condition of a house is the first equal 

area our 18 - 24 year old surveyants are willing to 

compromise on. 

While people are willing to compromise on a room size 

- there seems to be an exception to this: offices. 

29.1% of people feel it is important 

that the next property they 

purchase has an office/space 

they can work from home. 

The top search term for 2023 on Trade Me Jobs is also 

‘work from home’. This showcases the clear value a 

remote working option has on the NZ psyche.

As salary increases, so too does the importance 

placed on having an office/space to work from at 

home. This can be helpful to guide how much you 

may want to play up this element to your open home 

attendees.  

Is condition compromise a growing behaviour? 

The allure of Work From Home

The word-of-mouth lag

From our Trade Me search data, we can see that 

property search prices tend to follow property prices 

in terms of trends. However, they lag behind them by 

a month or two - this lapse is representative of the 
time it takes for people to hear about and respond to 
changes in the market. 

Property agents and their insights are 

KEY FOR HELPING 
BRIDGE THIS 
INFORMATION GAP.

*Trade Me Circular Economy survey 2024



THE BUYER 
BREAKDOWN 
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BUYER INTENTIONS 
AND MOTIVATIONS

Intent to buy in the next 2 years 

What is motivating buyers across age groups?

While no one knows better than a real estate agent 

that every buyer is different; commonalities in stages 

of life often lead to similar motivators and detractors 

amongst age brackets. 

Gavin Lloyd, Trade Me Property’s Sales Director, 

breaks down the different mindsets. 

18 - 24 “This age demographic of buyers are 

keen to get on the property ladder, and 

generally view their first purchase as a stepping stone. This 

makes them flexible on size and location; however the type 

of property (standalone vs apartment vs townhouse) is very 

important to them as they’re likely imagining on-selling.

While 44.4% of the people surveyed in this demographic said 

they are looking to buy in the next two years, their biggest 

concerns are all financially based, suggesting there will be 

significant barriers. A drop in appetite for urban properties 

represents a golden opportunity for first-time buyers.”

25 - 34  “With the second highest intent to 

buy (61.5% in the next two years), this 

demographic is split between first home buyers and those 

already on the ladder. Their main motivations mirror this - 

split between the individuals upsizing and those keen to get a 

foothold in a moving market. 

This was one of the demographics most impacted by rising 

mortgage rates, and this financial burden clearly evident 

in their willingness to compromise on size of both land and 

house of their next property.”

A Double Click on Age Demographics 

Our survey respondents 
were as follows:

• 18 - 24 - 2.5%

• 25 - 34 - 10.4%

• 35 - 44 - 18.7% 

• 45 - 54 - 23.3%

• 55 - 64 - 25.7% 

• 65+ - 19.2%

525 answered without sharing age

Upsizing Downsizing Investment

Relocation Rent is on par with 
mortgage repayments
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62.3% 
OF 35 -44 YEAR 
OLDS SURVEYED 
INTEND TO BUY IN 
THE NEXT TWO YEARS 

“This demographic was the hardest hit by rising 

mortgage rates, so the intent to buy really highlights 

the fact that property is a very attractive investment 

for many Kiwi. 

As well as upsizing (this is the highest demographic 

who are looking for a home with an office), this 

cohort places a higher priority on relocation than 

their younger counterparts. They also value location 

slightly above the average - likely due to schooling 

considerations. Prioritising school zones also speaks to 

why a lack of suitable properties is seen as a concern 

- they are more restricted as to what’s coming up in a 

specific area.” 
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45 - 54 “This age group’s biggest motivators 

are investment and relocation - and 

these speak directly to their concerns. While thematically 

the concerns are the same as the 35 - 44 demographic, this 

group is slightly more concerned about the lack of suitable 

properties, and slightly less concerned about the rising 

interest rates. This makes sense as more often than not, this 

group is financially well off and are aspiring to find their dream 

home.”

55 - 64  “Here, we see a decreased appetite to buy. 

When they do look to purchase, it’s often 

motivated by lifestyle reasons -  relocation and downsizing. 

This age demographic placed the highest value on being 

near nature, and also had the highest intent to move to a less 

urban location.”

65 + “This age demographic placed the most 

importance on location. They also had the 

highest intent to downsize, and to move to a more urban area 

- around 50% more than other groups. This group is most 

concerned about not getting the best price for their house, 

likely due to the fact that the sale price will impact the money 

in their bank account; rather than being reinvested in the 

market.”

Biggest concerns about buying

What buyers are willing to compromise on to stay within budgetBUYER DRIVERS 
AND DETERRENTS
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THE 2024   
SELLER MINDSET
A deeper insight into those looking to list 



23% OF 
HOMEOWNERS 
HAVE INTENT 
TO SELL IN 
THE NEXT YEAR 2% from July*

*homes.co.nz seller survey, July 2023. 
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KIWI ARE 
MAKING MOVES

Of all homeowners surveyed, 23% have intent to sell 
in the next year, and a total of 40% in the next two.

Though we’ve seen the significant 

impact of the economy on the lives 

of Kiwi, when it comes to selling, 

motivations first and foremost 

point to ensuring housing suits life 

needs. The top reasons for moving 

were cited as relocation, upsizing 

and downsizing.

Intent to sell in the next 12 months (by age group)

25 - 34

19.7%
23.7%

24.6%

19.6%

25.1%35 - 44

45 - 54

55 - 64

65+



GETTING THE PRICE I’M 
LOOKING FOR 68.3% 
This number peaks for 25 - 44 year olds, where three 

in four people cite this as a main concern. These ages 

likely have not had a lot of experience selling a house; 

and, as a core group looking to upsize, may well be 

impacted by their ability to hit a certain financial 

threshold.

HOW LONG IT WILL TAKE 
TO SELL 37%
25 - 34 and 35 - 44 year olds are most concerned by 

the time it may take to sell. As the groups most likely 

to be upsizing, these are the ages where their next 

purchase is likely conditional on a sale of their current 

house and they’re likely  looking to get on and off the 

market quickly.

MARKET CONDITIONS 
34.8%
While there is now longer-term confidence in the 

property industry, after a tumultuous year, sellers are 

feeling unsure of what the market conditions are in 

the immediate future.  Data and insights will help build 

this confidence.
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THE PUSH/PULL 
OF SELLING

29% of people looking to sell are relocating. Trade 
Me Property’s Sales Director Gavin Lloyd says that 
relocation often signals a full life overhaul - of the job 

hunters surveyed, 19% said relocation was their top 

reason for looking. 

But, while there’s no doubt there’s a fair amount of 

movement going on, it’s not all in one direction. 

The search mixes between the centres and provinces - 

and between the different regions too - remain largely 

unchanged since 2021. 

Main motivation for selling property by age group  Main concerns when selling property 
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https://www.trademe.co.nz/a/property/residential/sale
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Trust drives listings

Getting the price they’re looking for remains the top 

concern for sellers; so it makes sense that selecting 

an agent they trust is seen as the key driver for all age 

groups. 

When you trust someone, you feel confident they are 

acting in your best interest, which translates into 

confidence that their recommendations are all to help 

you achieve the best price possible at the time.  

Top two reasons a seller chose their last agent: 

“I HAD USED THEM 
PREVIOUSLY” 
“THEY WERE 
RECOMMENDED TO ME”
Previous usage becomes increasingly important with 

age - one in four people aged 65+ looking to sell would 

use an agent they had previously.



THE 
FUTURE OF 
PROPERTY IN NZ
Key trends to know and track across the nation
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The property market showed signs of strengthening 

at the end of 2023 - but how long will recovery take? 

To get early indications, we ran some modelling 

against the last economic recession in 2008. 

The results showed that the 2008 Recession and 

2022 Bubble recoveries are surprisingly comparable.

If the 2022 Bubble follows the same pattern, several 

years of subdued prices could be expected. However 

early indicators are pointing to a slightly quicker 

housing price rebound, which makes sense if we 

consider the 2023 more of a correction following 

interest rates changes, while the 2008 changes were a 

response to a broader recession. 

A BOUNCE 
VS A BLIP:
AUTUMN 
WILL INDICATE 
HOW QUICKLY THE 
MARKET WILL RISE

Month Compared to Peak

To get early indications, we modelled house 

prices against the 2008 economic recession.

March 2008
March 2022
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Holding pace during the Autumn 
months will be a good indicator that 

THE UPLIFT OF THE LAST 
FEW MONTHS WASN’T 
JUST A SEASONAL ONE.
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Since COVID, we’ve seen a significant decrease in the 

difference between provincial property prices and 

main centre prices. 

The size of the gap appears to be stabilising, which 
may well signal a new equilibrium where the gap is 
roughly halved.

This is consistent with salaries - Trade Me Jobs 

has seen the wage gap between main centres and 

provinces narrow post-COVID.

Trade Me Property’s Sales Director Gavin Lloyd says 

a more even pricing structure holds big benefits for 

both major cities (as prices are less of a drawcard for 

relocation); and for provinces, where owners will of 

course benefit from the rising prices (especially for 

those downsizing or investing). 

MAIN CENTRES
VS PROVINCES:
THE PRICING GAPS   
HAVE NARROWED

Pre-COVID

2023

18%  
difference between main centre 

and provincial property prices

36%  
difference between main centre 

and provincial property prices

One contribution to the closing gap may be the 

changing urban landscape. In January, we saw a 0.6% 

drop in price across all urban properties. 

This ties in with what we are seeing in Kiwi psyche. Of 

those surveyed:

14%  of Kiwi want a more urban area for 

their next move

36.6% would prefer to move to a 

less urban location

There is an exception though; 

50%of the 65+ age group are seeking 

more urban location

A wider de-urbanisation?
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RENTERS-TO-BUYERS 
ARE A WINDOW OF 
OPPORTUNITY

The perception that the  cost of rent is on par with mortgage 

is leading to a growing group of people considering property 

ownership; which could cause a swell in buyers in the market.

In 2020, Trade Me Property saw significant growth in the 

number of users switching from buying to renting. Factors 

likely included ongoing property price growth, as well as 

financial instability during COVID times. From 2020 to 2023, 

that number stabilised. 

At the same time, rental prices have continued to increase, 

while property prices have declined. This has made property 

prices seem more attractive comparatively. 

Cost of rent being on par with mortgage was cited by our 

renter survey respondents as the number one reason they 

were looking to buy.

As we mentioned earlier, people are willing to compromise to 

get on the property ladder, so it can be assumed that renters 

looking to buy may be compromising on combinations of 

location, condition and size. 

We now seeing fewer people leaving the market, but 

since February 2023, the number of renters has begun 

to decrease, while the number of buyers has increased 

- suggesting an uptick of people moving from the rental 

market to the property one.

Karina Reardon, mortgages.co.nz’s Head of Strategic 

Partnerships says those who waited out the price peak 

and continued to save for their house deposit will also be 

contributing to this number.  “[Those who waited] are now 

what we call “buyer ready”. This is supported by the data 

from clients using our loanmatch software, where 55% of the 

client enquiries have a deposit of 10% or greater.” 

While there will be some people coming back onto 

the market within this group, a large portion of the 

renters-to-buyers will be first-time buyers. Gavin 
Lloyd, Trade Me Property Sales Director says 
that new buyers in particular rely on agents to 
understand the market, and the process. “You 

could consider taking note of some of your frequently 

asked questions you receive to pre-empt them in 

conversations, or even creating an FAQ document to 

help streamline your interactions.”
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https://mortgages.co.nz/find-a-mortgage-broker/?utm_source=tm&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=sotn
https://www.trademe.co.nz/a/property/residential/sale
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WHAT THE NEXT 
12 MONTHS WILL 
LOOK LIKE FROM 
A MORTGAGES 
PERSPECTIVE….

Many people we are talking to have started 2024 with 

a greater degree of optimism than in recent years. 

Whilst there are still unknowns, the clarification of a 

new government with the relief of a decent summer 

and the potential for interest rates to eventually fall, 

has had a positive effect on many Kiwi’s outlook.

The interest rate optimism is reflected by borrowers 

continuing to strongly favour fixing home loans 

for 6-12 months in anticipation of rates moving 

downward. This may happen once the Reserve Bank 

gains greater confidence in the inflation outlook, but 

it is hard to know when that will be - probably beyond 

mid-year. Mortgage brokers are also benefitting from 

the possibility of falling rates, with first home buyers 

and investors returning in greater numbers to start 

the year.

The probable introduction of DTI’s may bring an 

opportunity for some first home buyers with banks 

able to have 20% of loans with less than a 20% deposit 

compared with 15% currently. The consensus is, that 

there will be no immediate impact from the likely 

introduction of DTIs mid-year, but I suspect this could 

have a greater impact than anticipated, particularly 

when interest rates start to decline, and we navigate 

this policy change.

It is possible new technologies entering the NZ 

mortgage market will change how we research 

and obtain home loans, particularly considering 

advancements in AI alongside the emergence of 

open banking. Finally, it will be interesting to see the 

results of the Commerce Commission enquiry into the 

competition in personal banking, and what changes if 

any this delivers. Keep an eye out for the report due to 

be published by 20th August.

Marcus Phillips, mortgages.co.nz
Managing Director

https://mortgages.co.nz/find-a-mortgage-broker/?utm_source=tm&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=sotn
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Stand out from the crowd, build trust and grow your personal 

brand with Premium Agent. Premium Agent enables you to 

showcase your previous sales across homes.co.nz and Trade 

Me Property. Exclusive to Platinum Partners

Here are just a few of the products Trade Me 
Property partners can leverage to overcome market 
difficulties, access information for your buyers and 
sellers, and build those trusted relationships. 

Utilise our up-to-the-minute reports to share data and 

insights from the largest real estate pool in the country with 

your vendors. Available to our Silver, Gold and Platinum 

package partners. 

Get a buyer overview 

The OneHub Pre-list report shares real time search and price 

data, plus more.

Get localised market data 

Get incredible local insights and identify trends with our 

OneHub Market Insights report. It enables you to search via 

location and property type to better understand changes in 

supply and demand in your market.

Build trust with homeowners

Bridge the information divide 

YOUR TRADE ME 
PROPERTY TOOLBOX

https://www.trademe.co.nz/c/promo/premium-agent
http://homes.co.nz/
https://www.trademe.co.nz/a/property/residential/sale
https://www.trademe.co.nz/a/property/residential/sale
https://onehub.trademe.co.nz/?gad_source=1&gclid=CjwKCAjwzN-vBhAkEiwAYiO7oEll1xbgIu8fQfd43KdvNzVfeOJzIOiKQm3JmQfDAVa2LpY4t7WaoxoC_vQQAvD_BwE&gclsrc=aw.ds
https://onehub.trademe.co.nz/?gad_source=1&gclid=CjwKCAjwzN-vBhAkEiwAYiO7oEll1xbgIu8fQfd43KdvNzVfeOJzIOiKQm3JmQfDAVa2LpY4t7WaoxoC_vQQAvD_BwE&gclsrc=aw.ds


AND THAT’S THE STATE OF THE NATION FOR 2024.
For the latest news and insights, 

connect with us on Linked In. 

https://www.linkedin.com/company/18139678/admin/feed/posts/
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